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Clear Instruction + Custom Power Tools = Supercharged Results from     Photoshop Elements
     
     Thanks to release 3, which offers RAW support and     16-bit image editing for digital photographers, Photoshop Elements is more     powerful than ever. But here's the real news: this popular application already     contains a huge stash of hidden power that anyone with the right knowledge and     tools can put to work.
     
     In this thorough update of his award-winning     best-seller, Richard Lynch supplies those tools, plus the in-depth background and     detailed instruction you need to apply them effectively. In no time, you'll be     using Photoshop Elements to get results you never thought possible. For     example:

	Get better color by using channels, custom     separations, and image luminosity     
	Create photo-realistic objects and     incorporate them into existing images     
	Use animation and rollovers to make     images dynamic     
	Correct image tone and color with Curves, Color Balance, and     custom layer-blending tools     
	Target your corrections by using advanced masks      and selections     
	Use vectors to create scalable line art for logos


About the Author
   Richard Lynch spent many years as senior editor for a how-to photography book publisher and has written several books on digital imaging, including The Hidden Power of Photoshop CS and The Hidden Power of Photoshop Elements 2. Currently he writes columns for Digital Photography Techniques, teaches digital art classes, and works in communications, information management, and web development.
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Endourooncology: New Horizons in Endourology (Recent Advances in Endourology)Springer, 2004

	Recent research and clinical work have demonstrated that the rapid urologic innovation in minimally invasive treatment is creating exciting new horizons in endourology. This sixth volume in the series Recent Advances in Endourology brings that knowledge to a wider audience, focusing on the new concept of endourooncology, which is the...
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PowerShell for SharePoint 2010 How-ToSams Publishing, 2011

	PowerShell is becoming the de facto administration tool for Microsoft
	Server products. The ability to script out reusable steps and code makes life
	easier for administrators, developers, and managers alike. With the latest
	release of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010, PowerShell is the recommended
	administration...
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The Management Consultant: Mastering the Art of Consultancy (Financial Times Series)FT Press, 2010

	“The secret for success in attracting, winning, retaining and growing client business – whether working as an independent or for a firm.”

	Mike Lander, CEO, Consulting Strategies Ltd


	 “Richard knows what clients value and provides clear, practical and experienced guidance on how to become...
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Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics IISpringer, 2007
Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics II is a collection of the best papers presented at the 2nd International Conference on Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics (ICINCO). The purpose of ICINCO was to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in the application of informatics to Control, Automation and...
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Model Checking SoftwareSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International SPIN workshop on Model Checking Software, SPIN 2004, held in Barcelona, Spain, in April 2004.
The 19 revised full papers presented together with the abstracts of an invited talk and 2 tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from 48 submissions. The papers are...
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Up and Running with Autodesk Inventor Simulation 2011, Second Edition: A step-by-step guide to engineering design solutionsButterworth-Heinemann, 2010

	Autodesk® Inventor® Simulation is an essential element in the Autodesk Digital Prototyping workflow that enables engineers, designers and manufacturers to transition from traditional design and physical prototyping methods to the innovative use of 3D modeling for evaluating form, fit and function. This...
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